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BRICK BATTLES: TABLETOP TOWER DEFENSE 

For thousands of years, the Future Knights of Bricksylvannia, led by their heroic King, 
LEGOnidas, have held their ground against the Vampire Ninjas of the Underbrick. The Future 
Knights use their advanced artillery to pick off the Vampire Ninjas across the battlefield as the 
Vampire Ninjas try unsuccessfully to infiltrate the Knights’ tower. But the Vampire army is 
endless. Over the years, they have copied the Knights’ technology. Their evil leader, LEGOsi is 
obsessed with sucking the blood of Bricksylvannia’s citizens. Can the Knights defend their 
Kingdom? Will the vampires ever get the meal they desire? Welcome… to BRICK BATTLES. 
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OBJECTIVE: 

Players must either take out all enemy characters with a successful artillery strike or make it to 
the top of the enemy’s tower to win. 
 

RULES:  

MOVEMENT: 

Each team begins with 6 figures--4 soldiers and 2 henchman.  

• Soldiers can move a distance of 8 bricks per turn.  
• Henchman can move a distance of 4 bricks per turn.  
• When traveling through water, distance is halved.  

 

A player can only move all soldiers and henchman once per turn. Characters must always stand 
on one leg unless in water. When in water, a character’s legs are removed for swimming. 

FIRING:  
The top of each tower is equipped with two artillery launchers. These can be shot every round 
without being manned by a character.  

There are two turrets on each side of the map as well. These can be fired once per round when 
manned by a character.  

A successful artillery strike means knocking an enemy character over, removing them from 
gameplay.  

Walls damaged by artillery strikes must remain in play as obstacles unless removed/cleaned up 
by a power-up. 
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POWER-UPS: 

Each team starts with six power-ups placed in one of the six baseplates in front of each player’s 
towers at the start of the game. 

Teams roll a D6 to determine which baseplate to place the power-up in. A roll of 4 means a 
power-up can be placed anywhere on the 4th baseplate. Figures can travel to pick up power-
ups once gameplay begins. Characters can only equip one power-up at a time. 
 

Additional power-ups, not available to teams at the beginning of the game, are purchasable by 
the chat room after the first round of gameplay. 

STARTING POWER-UPS 

Power-Up Action 
Trident A character 8 bricks while in water. 
Wrench A character can spend 15 seconds fixing anything on the battlefield. 
Pickaxe A character can destroy any wall or debris ONCE within an 8 block 

vicinity, removing it from gameplay. 
Bomb  

1) Player rolls a D6 
2) Outcome determines how far bomb is thrown in any direction 
3) Anything within 4 blocks of bomb is removed from gameplay 

(except towers) 
4) Character that throws bomb is never affected 
5) Teammates are affected by bomb 

 
Shield A character affected by any source of damage, while holding a shield, will 

be unaffected. The shield is unequipped upon impact.  
 
A character knocked over upon damage, while equipped with shield, is 
stood back up.  
 

Defensive Wall A moveable wall that blocks characters from damage. Upon any source 
of damage, the wall is removed from gameplay.  
A character is stood back up if knocked over upon destruction of the the 
wall. 

 

PURCHASABLE POWER-UPS 

Boots: A character’s movement speed is doubled. 
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Boat: A character can cross a body of water in one 
turn. 

Extra artillery strike: A character can use an extra artillery strike 
from the tower or any manned turret. 

Anywhere Wall: A wall that can be placed anywhere on the 
battlefield. 

Extra henchman: An extra henchman is placed at the starting 
blocks at the tower. 

Extra soldier: An extra soldier is placed at the starting 
blocks at the tower. 

Cannon: A wheeled gun that can be equipped to a 
player and fired once. 
 
A cannon can never be destroyed or used by 
opposing team. 

Atomic Bomb: A heap of loose bricks dropped into the 
middle of the  battlefield. Characters, walls, 
and power ups struck by a brick are removed 
from gameplay.  
 
The bricks are radioactive and cannot be 
touched for the remainder of the game. 
 
Radioactive bricks can only be removed with 
a wrench. 

 

 
Note: A movement power up must be used the following turn after it is equipped. Any other 
power-up can be used at the beginning or end of movement. 
 

GAMEPLAY 

1) Players divide into teams.  
2) Turrets and defensive walls are placed anywhere within the first three baseplates of the 

tower 
3) Power-ups are placed D6 on the six baseplates. 
4) A D6 is rolled by each team. The highest roll goes first.  
5) Rounds are divided into two sections: Movement and Attacking 

MOVEMENT 
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6) Each player is assigned three figures. Each team has two minutes to complete their 
turn.  

o Only movement can be done in the first round; no firing.  
 A 2x16 guide is used for soldier’s movement. 
 2x8 guide is used for soldier’s movement. 
 The guide must be touching a brick next to the figure.  
 The figure can then be placed on any brick that touches the guide on 

any side.  
o Soldiers must always stand on one leg, even when in a turret. Henchman can 

stand on two legs. 
o Teams cannot talk until it is their turn.  

ATTACKING  

7) Players fire tower artillery first. 
o Debris resulting from firing must stay where it lies unless cleaned up by a 

wrench, taken out by a pickaxe, or obliterated with a bomb. 
8) Characters who commandeer a turret during Movement phase are not allowed to fire 

until following round. 

VICTORY CONDITIONS 

9) The first team to take out all the enemy players via artillery or bomb wins OR the first 
team to take out the enemy power plants and traverse the top of the enemy tower 
wins.  

OPTIONAL DRINKING GAME 

10)  When firing, if the projectile misses the board completely, that player must take a 
drink. When the defensive team loses a character to artillery or bomb, they must take a 
drink. 
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